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Abstract: Fuzzy neural network is an intelligent method based on state feedback. In the 

process of learning and recognition, it has a very high fault tolerance rate and can help 

people quickly and accurately find the information they need. The engine idle speed and 

fuel combustion process are measured by using the fuzzy neural network control method. 

Therefore, in order to improve the idle speed control ability of gasoline engine, this paper 

studies the application of fuzzy neural network in its control system. This paper mainly 

uses the experimental method to compare and analyze the fuel economy based on 

multi-mode through the variables of vehicle idle parking in different periods. The 

experimental results show that the fuel economy of the start stop system in peak hours is 

increased by 20.38% on average. The idle start stop control strategy based on multi-mode 

information can effectively improve the fuel economy of the start stop system. 

1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of the automobile industry and higher and higher technology, 

the requirements for engines are more stringent. At present, traditional PID control is mostly used. 

Due to its limitations and hysteresis characteristics in the internal structure of the human body, it is 

difficult to avoid some problems. Fuzzy neural network model is to transform a complex process 

into a parameter control system by studying the state, and then realizing the dynamic response 

under the regulation of the system. This method can effectively solve the problems in traditional 

control theory. 

There are many theoretical achievements based on the research of fuzzy neural network and the 

research of gasoline engine idle speed control method. For example, some scholars said that in view 

of the specific situation of traffic congestion and low road level in China, the idle speed control of 

the engine has become the main part of the control [1-2]. Some scholars have also proposed the 

method of using RBF neural network to control the idle speed of gasoline engine [3-4]. In addition, 

some scholars put forward a fuzzy radial basis function (RBF) neural network control scheme 
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formed by fuzzy FCM model according to the weight according to the idle speed control 

requirements of the automobile engine [5-6]. From these studies, we can see that the idle speed 

control of gasoline engines requires the use of existing scientific and technological forces to 

improve the control ability. So it is necessary to combine the research of fuzzy neural network in 

this paper. 

This paper first studies the idle start stop system, and discusses its technology and application. 

Secondly, the composition of idle speed control system of automobile engine is analyzed. Then the 

fuzzy neural network control and its process are described in detail. Finally, through the simulation 

experiment, the data are calculated and sorted out, and relevant conclusions are drawn. 

2. Idle Speed Control of Gasoline Engine Based on Fuzzy Neural Network 

2.1. Idle Start Stop System 

Idle speed start stop technology can automatically stop the engine at idle speed, quickly complete 

starting when power is needed, and restore the vehicle running state. The whole control process is 

automatically completed by the system, and will not interfere with the driver's driving habits. In 

view of the prevailing congestion situation in major cities, it shows a huge potential for oil saving 

and emission reduction. Idle start stop technology can be applied to both manual transmission 

vehicles and automatic transmission vehicles [7-8]. 

In the case of traffic congestion, the idle start stop function is enabled. When a traffic accident 

occurs at a red light intersection or in front of it, the manual transmission vehicle control center 

equipped with the idle start stop system needs to stop temporarily. The manual transmission vehicle 

control center receives the driver's operating instructions according to each sensor, analyzes and 

judges the driver's driving intention, and quickly stops or starts the control. If the driver has the 

intention to stop the vehicle and the vehicle status meets the idle shutdown conditions, the system 

will control the engine to stop. When the road is ready for traffic and the driver has the intention to 

start, the system controls the starter to quickly start the engine and restore the vehicle running state 

[9-10]. 

Compared with the manual transmission model, the automatic transmission model has a simple 

operation process, but it is difficult for the whole system to identify the driver's operation intention. 

It needs to be identified by the vehicle speed, accelerator pedal status and other signals. When the 

vehicle is running on a congested road, it needs to stop temporarily when encountering a red light 

intersection or a traffic accident ahead. Under the condition that the vehicle status meets the idle 

shutdown condition, the engine will be automatically controlled to cut off fuel. When the signal 

light turns green, it is necessary to start the vehicle. The driver releases the brake pedal and steps 

down the accelerator pedal at the same time. When the vehicle status meets the idle starting 

conditions, the system will automatically control the starter and quickly start the engine to restore 

the vehicle to running status [11-12]. 

The direct start stop technology of auxiliary starting motor mainly includes intelligent start stop 

technology and integrated generator technology. The intelligent start stop technology replaces the 

traditional starter motor with an enhanced starter motor and the battery with a new AGM battery to 

meet the working environment of frequent start stop and achieve the requirements of long life and 

high durability. The idle start stop system using integrated generator technology is mainly BSG 

technology. The engine transmits power with BSG motor through belt, and the original starter 

structure is saved in the system. When the car stops temporarily at a red light, the system will stop 

fuel injection by controlling the engine fuel injection device to complete the engine shutdown. 
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When the traffic conditions are met, the system controls the BSG motor to drive the engine to finish 

starting. The original starter is saved in the system to prevent difficulty in starting the engine at low 

temperature. Normally, the BSG start stop system has the function of braking energy recovery at the 

same time. Under this working mode, the BSG motor operates in the generator mode and charges 

the battery through the inverter, so it can achieve better energy conservation and emission reduction 

effects. In cylinder direct injection instantaneous reversal technology uses the cylinder direct 

injection engine to replace the starter. By developing the corresponding control logic to accurately 

control the fuel injection and ignition of the engine, the start stop control of the engine can be 

achieved. Therefore, the idle start stop system needs to accurately control the piston position, 

accurately inject fuel for ignition, and ensure high gas sealing performance of each cylinder when 

the engine is stopped [13-14]. 

2.2. Composition of Automobile Engine Idle Speed Control System 

The electronic control system of automobile engine mainly includes the following subsystems, 

which are composed of gas supply, fuel supply, ignition and electronic control system. The main 

task of the air supply system is to measure and control the amount of air required by the engine 

during gasoline combustion. The air supply system is mainly composed of throttle body, air filter, 

air valve, air pressure sensor, regulator box and other components. It is the work of the fuel supply 

system to inject atomized gasoline into each cylinder of the engine and mix it with air to form a 

combustible mixture. The fuel supply system is composed of pressure regulator components, 

gasoline pipe components, gasoline pump components, fuel injectors and other components. The 

electronic control unit feeds back the current working state to the electronic control unit in the form 

of electrical signal [15-16]. 

Air intake, fuel injection and ignition control are all control variables of automobile engine idle 

speed control. The main content of fuel injection control is to control the fuel injection quantity of 

the fuel control device so that the fuel and air can be mixed in a certain proportion to form a 

combustible mixture. In the engine, the ignition control system is responsible for igniting the fuel 

mixture in the cylinder, and the ignition time will directly affect the combustion of the fuel mixture. 

From the perspective of engine intake control structure, the intake control of the engine can be 

divided into direct throttle control strategy and bypass air control strategy [17-18]. 

2.3. Fuzzy Neural Network Control 

Neural networks can acquire new knowledge through learning, which is the reason why they are 

intelligent. Therefore, how to determine the learning rules of neural networks is very important for 

building neural networks. The basic principle of neural network control is as follows: 

Let the input v of the controlled object and the system output m satisfy the following nonlinear 

functional relationship: 

)(m vf   (1) 

Determine the optimal control input v, so that the actual output of the system is m
. In this 

system, let the function relationship be: 

)(gv m   (2) 

Because the controlled object to be controlled by neural network is generally complex and 

uncertain, it is difficult to establish nonlinear functions )(f  . 
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The core of fuzzy reasoning is knowledge base, which is composed of IF-THEN rules. The 

general structure of fuzzy reasoning system includes six main parts: input, fuzzification, knowledge 

base, reasoning unit, defuzzification and output. The control rules and internal parameters of fuzzy 

control can be dynamically or automatically adjusted in the process of self-learning to optimize the 

control effect of the system. The core of PID controller design in industrial application is to 

determine the three parameters of PID. In the work, it can greatly optimize the control system 

according to the dynamic operation of the system. 

3. Idle Speed Control Simulation Experiment 

3.1. Linearized Model Simulation 

Linearization process of the model is to select a reference working point when the engine is 

idling. Since this working point is a nonlinear model, the original model is compared with the 

linearized model to check whether the linearization is accurate. The simplified structure of the 

engine idle speed control system is shown in Figure 1: 

Inlet
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 Burning
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Figure 1. Engine idle control system 

In order to obtain better verification effect, the verification strategy adopted in this simulation is 

as follows: First, let the original nonlinear model and the linearized model run under the reference 

working point conditions of open loop conditions, and then interfere with the two models at the 

same time. According to the results obtained, compare and analyze whether the two models have 

similarity. 

Intake manifold, combustion system, inertial system, state observer, feedback controller, idle 

speed system 

3.2. Specific Environment Settings for Simulation Experiment 

The object of this simulation is an engine model with four cylinders and ignition by electric 

spark. During the simulation, the simulation is realized in Matlab software. The simulation 

environment is set as follows: ambient temperature 292K, ambient pressure 98 kPa, engine has been 

started and running for a period of time, and engine idle speed 805 r/m. During simulation, the 

control input is obtained by feedback, and the throttle opening can be obtained based on the 

relationship between intake air volume and throttle angle. 
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3.3. Idle Start Stop Control Strategy 

Comprehensively consider the information of driving video images, short-term driving 

conditions, interval driving conditions and other modes, predict the length of idle parking time, 

determine whether the idle conditions are invalid idle, and control the engine start and stop. In the 

start stop control system based on multi-mode information, if the driving video image exists and the 

countdown recognition is recognized, it has the absolute right to determine the idle time prediction. 

Because the signal lamp countdown number can accurately determine the idle stop time when the 

vehicle starts and stops due to the signal lamp. When there is no countdown data or the countdown 

data can not be identified, the weight adaptive method based on the similarity of working conditions 

will be used to predict the idle shutdown time. In the experiment of this paper, the fuel economy of 

start stop system for gasoline engine idle speed prediction in different periods and the fuel economy 

of start stop system with multi-mode information are analyzed. 

4. Fuel Economy Analysis 

4.1. Fuel Economy Analysis of Start Stop System Based on Idle Speed Prediction 

The fuel consumption of idle start stop system is analyzed under actual urban road driving 

conditions. The fuel economy of the traditional start stop system and the start stop system based on 

idle condition prediction in peak and flat periods is shown in Table 1. TS in the table represents the 

number of traditional invalid idle stops, IS represents the number of invalid idle stops with traffic 

control signals, TE represents the traditional fuel consumption, IE represents the fuel consumption 

of the start stop system with traffic control signals, P represents the proportion of reducing invalid 

idle, and IP represents the proportion of improving the fuel economy of the improved start stop 

system. 

Table 1. Analysis of fuel economy in peak period 

 TS IS TE IE P(%) IP(%) 

2.68 20 3 144.77 120.13 85 17.01 

2.74 19 1 159.25 125.44 95.73 21.22 

2.27 16 1 126.25 97.13 93.75 23.04 

2.53 18 2 157.76 125.76 88.99 20.25 

 

As shown in Figure 2, the fuel economy of the proposed start stop system based on idle 

condition prediction has been improved in both peak and off peak periods, and the improvement 

effect is better and more obvious in peak periods. The improvement of the accuracy of idle 

condition prediction will help to further improve the fuel economy of the start stop system based on 

idle condition prediction. 
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Figure 2. Fuel economy analysis of start-off system in flat peak period 

4.2 Fuel Economy Analysis of Start Stop System Based on Multi-Mode Information 

The fuel economy of the traditional start stop system is compared with that of the start stop 

system based on multi-mode information in peak hours, as shown in Table 2. The proposed idle 

start stop control based on multi-mode information has better fuel economy than the traditional start 

stop system, and can effectively reduce invalid idle start stop in both peak and off peak periods. 

During peak hours, the fuel economy has been improved by more than 20%, which can reduce more 

than 80% of invalid idle start and stop. 

Table 2. Fuel economy analysis of start-stop system based on multi-mode information in peak 

period 

 TS IS TE IE P(%) IP(%) 

2.68 20 2 144.77 115.04 90 20.54 

2.74 19 1 159.25 119.73 95.73 24.81 

2.27 16 2 126.25 95.35 87.5 24.48 

2.53 18 1 157.76 121.81 95.56 22.79 

 

As shown in Figure 3, the improvement effect of fuel economy during the peak period is affected 

by the periodic changes of the signal light, showing a certain volatility. The fuel economy during 

the peak period has increased by 6.41%~11.8%, which can reduce 60%~80% of the invalid idle 

start and stop. By adding the judgment of signal light information, the proposed start stop system 

based on multi-mode information has better improvement effect than single mode information. 
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Figure 3. Fuel Economy Analysis of Start-Stop System Based on Multi-mode Information in Flat 

Peak Period 

5. Conclusion 

Fuzzy neural network (FNN) is a nonlinear topological structure modeled on the structure of 

biological brain. Fuzzy neural network has the ability of multi input control system, and can fuse 

many types of systems together. When selecting a control strategy, you can use multiple output 

variables. In this paper, an improved fuzzy pattern recognition method is proposed, which is 

suitable for automobile idle speed regulation function. The performance and reliability of 

automobile engine idle speed control is an important factor that determines its wide application in 

modern society. It is closely related to engine power, fuel economy and emissions. So this paper 

thinks that the fuzzy neural network can react accurately and timely in the starting and stopping of 

gasoline engine at idle speed. 
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